Master Thesis „Design method for the digital transformation of manufacturing companies“

Your Tasks
- Understand and describe the economic goals of digital transformation,
- define Digital Architecture Management,
- describe different ways to apply the Aachen Digital Architecture Management (ADAM) (see figure),
- develop a method to design a digital transformation of manufacturing companies by using ADAM,
- apply your method in one of our manufacturing partners.

Your Profile
- Students from the fields of mechanical or industrial engineering (e.g. MME-PS),
- very good knowledge English or German, both written and spoken,
- excellent handling of MS Office applications,
- excellent handling of Citavi.

Contact person:
Dr.-Ing. Jan Hicking
Phone: +49 241 47705-502
Mail: jan.hicking@fir.rwth-aachen.de

If you are interested, please send your documents (short cover letter, curriculum vitae, certificates, current excerpt from the grade sheet) in digital form to the e-mail provided.